One Lazy Writer, Six-Figures and RecessionProof Living
Hi, my name is Mindy McHorse, and I've got an exciting story to tell you. Not so long ago, I used to be
stuck in a dead-end job doing something I hated buried in a mountain of debt. I felt like I lived in prison.
That was until I stumbled upon The Barefoot Writer Club. Fast forward to today, and now I make sixfigures from home, and I work about four hours a day.
Sure, I work in my pajamas and bare feet on occasion. But it's so much more than that. The freedom to
live your best life is what it's all about. Want a few more reasons to consider the writer's life?
•
•
•

Huge financial Opportunity
Freedom to work from home
You're the boss
Learn it today, secure your future for tomorrow.

Huge Opportunity to make the money you want
See, I got a letter in the mail a few years ago that changed my life forever. It was from Paul
Hollingshead, and he was one of the founders of American Writers & Artists Inc. AWAI for short. He said
he was a lazy writer but still managed to make an amazing $300,000 a year living the writer's life. I was
intrigued… So, I read more.

Freedom to work from home anywhere anytime
The Barefoot Writer Club is a group of happy, dedicated writers who make very good money working at
home living their best life. That means never working late to appease the boss or missing out on your
kid's soccer games, or better yet not having someone else call the shots. It's about FREEDOM, freedom
to have work-life balance, earn a great living, travel, enjoy your family, and your career.
This secret writing club teaches you how to make money at home writing about things you enjoy and get
paid very handsomely in the process. No more 9-5's or worse.

You're the boss
You're the boss. You call the shots. And you know what's even better? There are many ways you can
make a great living as a writer. It's not about writing a novel or an article that may pay peanuts. It's
about real in-demand writing that hardly anybody even knows about. It's about being in demand and
standing out in the crowd as the go-to expert in your niche.

And, no experience necessary, no pricey start-up investments, an English or writing degree is totally
unnecessary.
But what about the lazy writer I mentioned? Paul is just one of the many well-paid writers that work a
few hours a day and has the freedom to do what he wants when he wants. He calls himself lazy because
he could make so much more, but he doesn't want to.
When you join the Barefoot Writer Club, you will get to hear all about so many others who've decided
to take the plunge and live the writer's life. They will teach you how you can too.

Learn it today, secure your future for tomorrow
There's a ton of support in this exclusive writer's club, training, and even monthly contests to hone your
new-found skills. We have the best bunch of writers. We are a close-knit group, and we are inviting you
to join us. Are you ready for the adventure of a lifetime? You seriously have nothing to lose.
The sooner you get started, the sooner you can start learning & earning your way to your new-found
freedom. With nothing to lose and a new lifestyle to gain check it out for yourself.
Mindy tell me more

Hope to see you on the inside
Mindy McHorse

P.S This Opportunity is golden! Business's still need you even in a recession. Today we probably all have
a little downtime with the current health crisis. Invest in your future today, be ready for tomorrow.
Recession-proof living

